
Dear Commercial Cattle Producer,
     Since Seedstock Plus began 11 years ago, our members 
have strived to provide unmatched seedstock value to the 
industry.
     We’re proud of our track record thus far as measured by 
the high percentage of repeat customers we have, as well as 
the Gelbvieh and Balancer genetics from our members that 
populate the top tier of these breeds’ genetic evaluations.
    At the same time, we’re also well aware of the fact that 
it’s impossible to move forward if you’re standing still. 
That’s why we’re excited to share with you some of the 
new programs and opportunities developed by Seedstock 
Plus and leading industry partners.
     For instance, in this edition of Leverage Points, you’ll 
read about a new strategic alliance created by Seedstock 
Plus and Eagle Pass Ranch at Highmore, SD. This alliance 
will offer our customers broader genetic selection, as well 
as cutting edge genetic evaluation for feed efficiency. 
     Similarly, the new Seedstock Plus Genetics organization 
we’ve begun will enable us to identify and progeny test a 
broader selection of new genetics capable of becoming the 
next Gelbvieh and Balancer breed leaders.
     In terms of service, you’ll read that we are expanding 
geographically with more members, new regional bull de-
velopment in Indiana and a new sale in Tennessee. As well, 
we continue to enhance our Marketing Assistance Program 
through our financial and leadership support of Gelbvieh 

Profit Partners and our membership in The Beef Connection 
as a way to add value to Gelbvieh-influenced and Balancer 
calves.
     There’s no question that these past 18 months have created 
economic uncertainly and more price volatility than were seen 
in at least three decades. However, it’s just as sure that some 
things in life shine the brightest when everything else seems 
darkest.
     Consider crossbreeding. We all know that heterosis returns 
the most when environmental conditions are the toughest. 
Likewise, I believe you’ll find that Seedstock Plus genetics 
and services provide even more value to you when economics 
are the most challenging.
    A customer survey we conducted last year indicates as 
much: 95% indicate they plan to purchase from Seedstock 
Plus again; another 3% said they may. We’re always gunning 
for 100%, but we’re pleased to know this high percentage 
plans to include Seedstock Plus in their future buying plans. 
We’ve scattered throughout this edition of Leverage Points 
some of the anonymous comments we received as part of that 
survey process.
     Thanks to all of you who have given Seedstock Plus the 
opportunity to earn your business. We look forward to having 
the same opportunity with those of you we haven’t yet had the 
opportunity to serve.
Sincerely,
John Burbank
CEO, Seedstock Plus 

Seedstock Plus Genetics pay more during Tough Times

As you consider your bull shopping this season, keep in mind that you can see videos of each of the 
Seedstock Plus sale bulls. We video the bulls ahead of each sale as we get them ready. 

Just go to www.seedstockplus.com approximately 10 days ahead of the sale you’re interested in.
Also, to ensure you receive catalogs for the sales you’re interested in, please request them through our office, 

Toll Free 877-486-1160.

Look for Videos of Sale Bulls!

“Please keep up the good work.  The con-
centration of good cattle and genetics can 
be found no-where else in the country at 
one sale.  Female sales are great!”  

High Altitude Bulls

Missouri Bulls
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Seedstock Plus forges Alliance with Eagle Pass Ranch
Seedstock Plus and Eagle 
Pass Ranch of  Highmore, 
SD have formed a strategic 
alliance to offer more se-
lection and service to our 
customers.

 “Since Seedstock Plus 
began, our members’ bottom line goal has been to provide 
the industry with genetic solutions and unparalleled customer 
service,” explains John Burbank, Chief  Executive Officer for 
Seedstock Plus. “This alliance helps our members take another 
step in both areas.”
 Seedstock Plus—a member cooperative that selects 
bulls from member programs and then develops and accli-
mates them regionally—is the largest marketer of  Gelbvieh 
and Balancer genetics in the United States, developing 1,200-
1,300 bulls from member programs each year; marketing ap-
proximately 1,000 bulls annually.
 “Eagle Pass Ranch has had a commercially focused 
breeding program since the beginning, selecting primarily 
for structure, muscling and maternal.  Our commercial base 
is strong and I look for our alliance with Seedstock Plus to 
help expand this base and enhance it with other seedstock pro-
ducers.” says Steve Munger, Managing Partner of  Eagle Pass 
Ranch.
 Eagle Pass Ranch is the largest Gelbvieh/Balancer 
breeder in the nation as measured by annual registrations. The 
ranch includes 700 registered Gelbvieh cows, 500 registered 
Balancer cows and 500 registered Angus cows—every female 
the result of  an AI mating.
 Combined, the two organizations have a treasure 
trove of  the breed’s carcass data (see Seedstock Plus is the 
Carcass Leader), feed efficiency data and overall genetic evalu-
ation information. 
 Eagle Pass Ranch is the breed leader in collecting data 
for Residual Feed Intake (RFI) through its own GrowSafe 
feed intake system installed in 2007. By this spring, Eagle Pass 
Ranch will have evaluated more than 975 head of  Angus, Gel-
bvieh and Balancer cattle for RFI. The recent addition of  feed 
intake EPD’s now allows Eagle Pass Ranch to accurately rank 

every animal in their inventory for 
feed efficiency merit. Consequently, 
they have more Gelbvieh/Balancer 
genetics with more RFI genetic eval-
uation than anyone.
 Through the alliance, Seed-
stock Plus members will begin test-
ing Seedstock Plus genetics for RFI 
this year through the Eagle Pass system.
 Seedstock Plus has more carcass data than any other 
single entity in the Gelbvieh and Balancer breed, including 
progeny harvest data and thousands of  ultrasound records. 
The organizations’ reputation for carcass merit is backed by 
Seedstock Plus sires that are currently ranked #1 and #2 for 
Carcass Value EPD within the Gelbvieh and Balancer breeds.
 “By working together via a formal relationship, both 
organizations can discover meaningful genetics faster and 
evaluate them more comprehensively,” Burbank says. “Plus, 
Eagle Pass Ranch currently serves a wider customer base in 
some parts of  the country than Seedstock Plus, and Seedstock 
Plus currently serves more customers in other parts of  the 
country than Eagle Pass Ranch. By working together, both 
organizations can serve more customers with broader and 
deeper genetic selection than on our own.”
 Seedstock Plus marketed over 1000 bulls through 5 
sales and private treaty last year, including Southwestern Pri-
vate Treaty Sales based at Bar T Bar Ranch in Winslow, AZ. 
Those bulls went to customers in 27 states.
 Eagle Pass Ranch marketed 275 bulls into 9 states last 
year through its auction sale, as well as private treaty.

Buy Eagle Pass Genetics with 
Seedstock Plus Guarantee

 For Seedstock Plus customers this new alliance also 
means that you can purchase Eagle Pass bulls and females through 
us sight unseen, just as you can with Seedstock Plus sales. When 
you purchase through our sight-unseen program, we guarantee 
you’ll be happy with the purchase when it arrives—free delivery. 
If  you’re not satisfied, you simply return it to us at our cost.

Seedstock Plus to Host First Tennessee Sale!
 With new members and a growing customer base in the Southeast, Seedstock Plus is developing bulls at J&D 
Kerstiens Gelbvieh, a Seedstock Plus member in southern Indiana and will host a sale in Tennessee February 6.
 “We’ve always had customers in that part of  the country. With members there now, we’re in a position to develop 
bulls more locally and provide comprehensive service to our customers in the Southeast,” says John Burbank, Seedstock 
Plus CEO.  In addition to those from Tennessee members, bulls being developed at the new Indiana facility come from 
members in Indiana, Ohio and Missouri.
 The February 6 sale will be in Columbia, TN - held in conjunction with a Tennessee Livestock Producers com-
mercial female sale. The Seedstock Plus bulls will be mostly black Gelbvieh, Balancer and Angus.
 For more information or a catalog for the sale - contact the Seedstock Plus office Toll Free 877-486-1160



Unbeatable Customer Service!
FREE TRUCKING ON EVERY BULL!
Guaranteed Sight-Unseen Purchases
Registered Cattle With Complete EPD’S 
Unmatched Quality and Volume
Complete Breeding Soundness Exam
Bulls are Igenity® tested for Coat Color and Carcass Markers
Bulls are all tested PI Negative
Bulls are Guaranteed Genetic                                                                                             
  Defect Free for AM, NH & OS! 
Bulls are sorted for Disposition,                                                                                        
  Structure & Feet
Bulls are ultrasound measured &                                                                         
  performance tested
Bull warranty program - insurance                                                                                           
  for your bull!
Videos of each bull available on the                                                                      
  website during the week prior to the sale!             
Marketing Assistance for customer’s cattle
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Seedstock Plus Spring Sale Schedule!
Feb. 6, 2010 - Tennessee Bull & Female Sale - Columbia , TN
Feb. 27, 2010 - North Missouri Bull Sale - Lathrop, MO
Mar. 6, 2010 - Montana Opening Day Private Treaty, Hysham, MT
Mar. 17, 2010 - Eagle Pass Ranch RFI Tested Bull Sale, Highmore, SD
Mar. 27, 2010 - South Missouri Bull & Female Sale - Carthage, MO
Apr. 3, 2010 - High Altitude Bull Sale - Monte Vista, CO
Arizona Bulls are available Private Treaty at Bar T Bar Ranch, Winslow AZ

Catalogs mailed to past buyers and 
by request only!  Call Today!

877-486-1160

Visit the website at: www.seedstockplus.com
or email: john@seedstockplus.com

1000 + BULLS!



 Single trait selection has no place in the commercial cattle industry. That’s why Seedstock Plus has always focused 
upon balanced trait selection while moving genetic trends in the directions desired by our customers.
Consider carcass traits. 
 Balancer bulls developed by Seedstock Plus in 2009 had an average carcass value EPD of 15.3, which was 5.17 great-
er than the breed average. The average Feedlot Merit EPD for Seedstock Plus Balancers was 17.29, which was 3.40 higher 
than the breed average.
 The difference is even more startling when you compare Gelbvieh bulls. Gelbvieh bulls developed by Seedstock Plus 
in 2009 had an average carcass value EPD of 11.29, which was more than three times more—7.61 more—than the Gelbvieh 
breed average. The average Feedlot Merit EPD for Seedstock Plus Gelbvieh bulls was 13.63, which was more than twice—
5.85 more—than the breed average.
 At the same time Seedstock bulls possessed superior genetic potential for growth and maternal traits compared to 
Gelbvieh and Balancer breed averages, while maintaining moderate birth weight EPDs (see Table 1).

Table 1—Seedstock Plus Balancer and Gelbvieh compared to breed average. 
BW       WW      YW       MILK     TM        CW       REA     MA       CV      FM
Seedstock Plus Balancer bull 2009 Averages
  .8          37         80          19          38            9          .1         .04      15.30   17.29
American Gelbvieh Association Balancer bull 2009 Averages              
  -.1         35         74         17          35            7          .08        .02      10.13   13.89
Seedstock Plus Gelbvieh bull 2009 Averages           
  .7          42         79         20          41            9          .09        .02      11.29   13.63
American Gelbvieh Association Gelbvieh bull 2009 Averages              
 1.3        41         74         17          38            8          .09        -.05      3.68     7.78

Seedstock Plus is the Carcass Leader

 Buying interest for Balancer and Gelbvieh influenced 
calves is expanding via an alliance between Gelbvieh Profit 
Partners (GPP) and Producers Livestock Marketing Association 
(Producers), a prominent order-buying clearinghouse based at 
Omaha, NE.
 If  you’re unfamiliar with it, GPP was established in 
2006 by the American Gelbvieh Association to buy and feed 
Gelbvieh-influenced calves. Besides being part of  the Seed-
stock Plus Marketing Assistance Program, Seedstock Plus as an 
organization and individual Seedstock Members have supported 
GPP financially and with leadership since its inception.
 “Profit Partners is proving the merit of  both the 
economic model and the feedlot value of  Gelbvieh-influenced 
calves,” explains John Burbank, Seedstock Plus CEO and GPP 
treasurer. “The organization beat industry averages for feeding 
cattle by $137 per head last year, while increasing the value of  
Gelbvieh-influenced calves along the way.”
 Specifically, for the GPP fiscal year ending in June, 
GPP cattle lost $12.90 per head, compared to the industry 
average loss of  $150. Though the GPP cattle lost money, Slim 
Cook, GPP CEO points out the performance of  the cattle, as 
well as the ability to spread risk geographically, enabled GPP to 
post significantly superior economic performance compared to 

the industry.
 By aligning with Producers, GPP representatives will be 
available to bid on eligible cattle anywhere in the U.S. To consign 
cattle, the seller simply submits a consignment form to GPP. A 
nominal, pro-rated seller commission will be charged. GPP/Pro-
ducer representatives can also help sellers with the documenta-
tion needed for source and age verification, as well as verification 
for other value-added programs. To be eligible for GPP, calves 
must be 25-50% Gelbvieh and 50-75% Angus.
 According to Cook, “It is the intent of  GPP to collect 
as much post-sale data as possible, including feedlot perfor-
mance data and carcass data. This data will be shared with sellers 
at no cost.”
 With nation-wide seller representation possible through 
the alliance with Producers, GPP will also be able to assist pro-
ducers selling Gelbvieh-influenced breeding stock.
 “For customers of  Seedstock Plus, it all boils down to 
what it always has,” Burbank says. “If  you’ve got calves to mar-
ket and let us know, we can help identify willing bidders for you.”
 For GPP consignment forms, contact Cook at 307-272-
2024. For more information about GPP and the Seedstock Plus 
Marketing Assistance program, contact Seedstock Plus office at 
877-486-1160.

Profit Partners and Seedstock Plus Increase Opportunity

“I like that you feed the bulls to achieve 
good condition, not overly fat.  I have at-
tended a few “big name” Angus bull sales 
(not S+ sales) and witnessed bulls which 
were “feedlot fat” and this was not appeal-
ing.  I appreciate that you will board the 
bulls until I need them since your spring 
bull sales are a few months before I turn 
out with cows.”

Seedstock Plus Joins The Beef Connection
 As an additional opportunity for our customers and members - Seedstock Plus recently joined The Beef Connection. 
Based in Union, KY, they are now branching into TN and MO and provide herd database management, feed performance data 
and carcass/premium data to their members.  Through retained ownership, feeder cattle are placed in member feedyards so 
that the data is returned to the producer as input for breeding and culling decisions. Under Kentucky’s Pilot Farm Manage-
ment Program, you can save 50% of your membership fee, cattle transportation to finishing facilities and much more. This is 
just another of the many programs and opportunities available through Seedstock Plus. For more information about The Beef 
Connection: call 502-347-5050 or visit their website: www.thebeefconnection.com - or call Seedstock Plus at 877-486-1160.



 With all due respect to genomics, the only way we 
trust to predict the genetic value of  seedstock is by proving 
that value through progeny testing. That takes time, money 
and the endless search for new genetics deemed worthy of  
testing.
 “The purpose of  Seed-
stock Plus Genetics is to identify, 
purchase, progeny test, propagate 
and market the top Gelbvieh and 
Balancer genetics available,” says 
John Burbank, Seedstock Plus 
CEO, explaining the new Seed-
stock Plus Genetics (SPG).
 Actually, SPG represents 
formalizing a strategy long employed by Seedstock Plus 
members who invest in identifying and proving promis-
ing young genetics.. The top Gelbvieh sire as measured by 
annual progeny registrations—Carolina Fortune—is a result 
of  this process. Just Right - pictured above - is another. 
 SPG will actively seek Gelbvieh and Balancer sires 
and donor females to purchase outright or in partnership. 
“SPG will initiate progeny and carcass test programs and 
participate in existing programs to achieve the data collec-

tion necessary to truly prove young sires,” Burbank explains. 
 Consequently, interested commercial producers will 
also have the opportunity to partner with SPG in proving the 
genetics. In simple terms, this means semen from test sires 

will be made available to eligible commercial 
producers at little or no cost.
 “SPG is also a vehicle that will facilitate 
more breeder-to-breeder marketing,” Burbank 
says. “Matt Burbank will handle the day-to-day 
operations. He and Josh Phillips will assess and 
acquire new genetics for the organization. Both 
are standout young breeders who will be the 
front line in SPG’s evaluation and procurement 
process. As they search for SPG acquisitions, 

they will also be able to help breeders looking for specific ge-
netics.” The latter will be handled as an order-buying service.
 As genetics are proven, SPG will make them available 
to the industry.
  SPG is being funded 
through equity investment by 
current Seedstock Plus mem-
bers and owners.

New Seedstock Plus Entity provides Added Commercial Opportunity

RBMS SCC Just Right 122P ET

 Since Seedstock began, our members have developed and marketed more than 11,000 bulls and 7,000 females. We 
strive to ensure each head marketed surpasses buyer expectations when it comes to performance, soundness and usefulness. 
At the same time, we continue to offer the kinds of  services our customers tell us that they want the most.
• Guaranteed Sight-Unseen Purchasing
If  you can’t attend a sale, or if  you just want to save the time and travel expense, visit with us about your needs and budget. 
We will purchase bulls on your behalf  and deliver them to you free of  charge. If  you’re not satisfied with what you receive, 
you simply return them to us at our cost. Many of  our customers utilizing this service tell us they feel like they get more bull 
for the money than if  they bought the bulls themselves
• Free Trucking
Seedstock Plus bulls are shipped to you free of  charge. If  you haul them yourself, deduct $50 from the purchase price.
• Bull Warranty Program
Each bull Seedstock Plus markets must pass a Breeding Soundness Examination, regardless of  age. Each bull is also evalu-
ated for structural soundness and disposition. As such, Seedstock Plus bulls come with a breeder’s guarantee that covers fer-
tility, disposition and structure for the first breeding season (six months). That means we’ll replace a bull with one of  equal 
or superior quality and performance, or issue credit toward the purchase of  another bull, if  the bull fails because of  fertility, 
disposition or structure. Additionally, buyers can purchase a warranty that also covers injury or death for the first six months 
(available at 4% of  purchase price).
• Marketing Assistance Program
All calves sired by Seedstock Plus bulls are eligible for our Marketing Assistance program. This includes special Seedstock 
Plus Feeder Calf  Sales, special Seedstock Plus Commercial Female sales, the Gelbvieh Profit Partners Program, as well as a 
variety of  private-treaty opportunities as they become available. Call us to let us know the eligible calves you have available to 
sell and we can provide a competitive bid through one of  these sources. 

More Service—More Value “The high altitude bulls work and I am happy to see this available 
for people like me that need to buy PAP tested bulls.”

“I have purchased several of your bulls sight un-seen and I 
have been very satisfied with the bulls and your service.  I have 
also told my neighbors about your good bulls and service.”

“Very professional assistance when purchasing my bull. 
Excellent advice and knowledge.  I would recommend Seed-
stock Plus to anyone interested in purchasing an animal.”



18864 Kepler Dr.
St. Catharine, MO 64628

FIRST CLASS MAILRETURN SERVICE REQUESTED

“I really like the insurance on the bulls.  
It makes buyers of a high price bull 
easier on the mind if something goes 
wrong.”

“We could probably find comparable bulls elsewhere, but we couldn’t 
replace the level of customer service that Seedstock Plus  provides.  We 
are extremely satisfied with the quality of bulls purchased through S+ as 
well as all the follow-up assistance and help marketing our calves.”

“We have purchased 19 bulls 
from Seedstock Plus and are 
very satisfied.  We sell our 
calves at 800-850lbs and have 
always received a premium.”

“I am very pleased with my Balancer 
bull.  The calves out of my Hereford 
cows are great and sell very well!”

“I bought some heifers and had trouble 
with them.  Mr. Burbank did a great 
job to make sure I was happy about the 
purchase.  I would recommend S+ to 
anybody and everybody.”


